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It is shown that if T is stable unsuperstable,
and X, < A = cf I < 2”“, or 2”‘l< p+ < A = cf I < p*)
then T has no universal model in cardinality
A, and if e.g. h’,,, <2@’ then T has no universal
model in K,. These results are generalized
to K = cf K < K(T) in place of X,,. Also: if there is a
universal model in I > ITI, T stable and K < K(T) then there is a universal tree of height K + 1
in cardinality
,I.

1. Introduction

We handle the universal
spectrum of stable unsuperstable
first-order
theories.
This continues
[l] and adds information
to the picture started up in [4]. The
general subject addressed
here is the universal
model problem,
which although
natural and old, was not treated very extensively
in the past. For background,
motivation
and history of the subject see the introduction
to [l], a paper in which
unstable
theories with the strict order property
are handled
(e.g., the class of
linear orders).
When looking
at a class K of structures
together
with a class of allowed
embeddingssay all models of some first-order
theory
T with elementary
embeddings - we get a partial order: A G B if there is a mapping of A into B in
the class of allowed mappings. The universal model problem can be phrased, in this
context, as a question
about this partial order: is there in {M E K: llMl[ s A} a
‘greatest’ element-which
we call ‘universal’ -namely
one such that all other
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elements M E K, llMll c A are smaller than or equal to it. This question can be
elaborated: what is the cofinality, i.e., the minimal cardinality of a subcollection
of elements such that every element is smaller than or equal to ooze of the
elements in this subcollection? Can a universal object be found outside our
collection? (For instance, is there a model of T of cardinality ,u > A such that
every model of T of cardinality A.is elementarily embeddable into it.) How does
the existence, or nonexistence, of universal objects in one collection of structure
influence the existence or nonexistence of universal objects in related collections?
In this paper we prove that if T is stable unsuperstable, and p+ < A.= cf A < ,uxO
then T has no model of cardinality 3Linto which all models of T of the same
cardinality are elementarily embeddable, not even a family of models (M,: i <
A’)) A’ < go, each of cardinality 13.such that every model of T of cardinality A is
elementarily embedded into some model in the family. It follows from the theory
of covering numbers that certain singular cardinals are also not in the universality
spectrum of stable unsuperstable theories.
Also, it is shown that a certain theory (the ‘canonical’ stable unsuperstable
theory) is ‘minimal’ with respect to the existence of universal models, namely that
whenever some stable unsuperstable theory T has a universal model in cardinality
13, also this theory has one.
We mention here without proof that GCH implies that all first-order theories
have universal models in all uncountable cardinals (above the cardinalty of the
theory), and that the question whether X1 is in the universality spectrum of a
countable, stable but not superstable theory is independent of ZFC + 2% = K2
(see [4, $21). At this point it is interesting to note that it is consistent that there is
a universal graph in Xz < 2”‘, but it is not consistent to have a universal model for
some countable, stable unsuperstable
T (see [5]). So in this respect, stable
unsuperstable theories are not ‘s’ all unstable theories.
In subsequent papers, universality spectrums of some classes of infinite abelian
groups, and complementary consistency results to the negative results known so
far will be dealt with. (Note. If T is a countable first-order, stable unsuperstable
theory, and p= C, &“, then there is a universal model for T in ~1; if, say,
1: < p < J,+1 there isn’t; and we do not settle here the case p = 3.z.)
We assume some familiarity with the definitions of stability and superstability,
as well as with fundamentals of forking theory (to be found in e.g. [2, III]).

2. Preliminaries

and setup

Having fixed attention on a given T, we work in some ‘monster model’ %‘,
which is a big saturated model, of which all the models we are interested in are
elementary submodels of smaller cardinality.
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For a complete first order theory T,

(0) A model M k T is -C-universal in cardinality

A if ]]M]] = A and for every
Nk T such that ]]N]] = A there is an elementary embedding h :N-,M.
It is
<-universal, if we omit ‘elementary’ from the definition.
(1) Univ( T, <) = {A: A is a cardinal and T has a universal model in ;1} is the
universality spectrum of T.
(2) Univ,(T, <) is the family of pairs (A, cl) such that there is a family of y
models of T each of cardinality A, such that any model of T of cardinality 3, can
be elementarily embedded into one of them.
(3) Univ,(T, <) is the family of triples (A, K, p) such that there is a family of ~1
models of T each of cardinality SK and any model of T of cardinality il can be
elementarily embedded into one of them.
In this paper ‘universal’ means -C-universal and Univ( T) means Univ(T, <)
unless otherwise stated.
2.2. Definition.
IAl G A j

(0) A theory T is stable in 2, if for every model N and set A E N,

IS(A)( s A.

For equivalent definitions see [3, 11.2.131.
(1) K(T), the cardinal of T, is as defined in [2, III, 431. We recall from [2, III]
that for a countable, complete first-order T, T is stable unsuperstable
iff
K(T)

= HI.

(2) The notation a &:A means “the type of a over the set A in the model N
does not fork over the set B”. The notation a @:A means “the type of a over
the set A in the model N forks over the set B”. When the model N in which the
relation of forking exists is clear from context, it is omitted.
By small bold faced letters we shall denote finite sequences of elements from a
model. Following a widely spread abuse of notation we shall not write a E IN]<“,
but write a E N, and even refer to u as ‘element’. This is perfectly all right with
what is about to be done here, because we may add the finite sequences as
elements into the model and work in Teq (or Vq), or replace a type of an n-tuple
by a l-type when necessary.
The forking facts which we shall need are summarized in the following
quotation from [2, p. 841.
2.3. Theorem.

(0) (Finite

character

of forking) 1f a aBA

then there is some

finite set A’ 5 A such that u $B A’. Also u tiB A ifs a J&~ A U B.
(1) (Symmetry) a &, A U b ifs b tiA A U a.
(2) (Transitivity) If A G B c C and a &, C and a ti, B then u ti, C.
(3) Let B GA; then: b ti,,,
AUuanduC[JBA
ifa-b&,A.
(4) When M is a model, the type p does not fork over IMI iff p is finitely
satisfiable in M.
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(5) Zf A G B E C, p E S(B) d oes not fork over A, then there is some q E S(C),
p c q and q does not fork over A.
(6) [2, p. 1131 Zf p E S((M()

is definable over A where A EM

then p does not

fork over A.
We

need

indiscernibles

a few

facts

about

sets

of

by I and J. We say that tp(I)

indiscernibles.
= tp(J)

elements a,, . . . , a, ~1, bl, . . . , b, E J, tp(ar,

We

denote

sets

if for every n, formula

. . . , a,, 0) = tp(b,,

of

Q, and

. . . , b,, 0).

2.4. Theorem. (1) [2, III, 4.13, p. 771 Zf T is stable, ~(x, y) a formula, then there
is some natural number n(rp) such that for every set of indiscernibles Z and
parameters c, either ]{a EZ: kq(a, c)}] <n(q)
or ]{a ~1: klq(a,
c)}] <n(q).
(2) [2, III, 1.5, p. 891 Let I be an infinite set of indiscernibles. Av,(I, A), the
average of I over the set of formulas A and over the set of parameters A, is the set
of all formulas ~(2, c) such that Q,E A, c E A and k q(a, c) for all but finitely
many a c I.
(3) [2, III, 3.5, p. 1041 Zf J is an indiscernible set over A, B is any set, then
there is I E J such that J - I is indiscernible over A U B U IJ I, and
(a) I4 c W) + PI.
(b) Zf ]B] < cf(K(T))
then ]I] <K(T).
(The interesting
case is when ]JJ is
large enough with relation to ]B].)
(4) [2, III, 4.17, p. 1171 Zf I, J are infinite indiscernible sets, and Av(Z, UI) =
Av(J, UI) and Av(J, lJ J) = Av(I, lJ J) then Av(l, %) = Av(J, %).
(5) [2, III, 4.9, p. 1121 Zf A is finite and p E Y(]M]),
then for every type
q E Y(B)
extending p which does not fork over M there is an infinite Aindiscernible set I GM such that q = Av,(I,
B).
(6) [2, III, 1.12, p. 921 For every b and set A there is an indiscernible sequence
I over A and based on A (i.e., for every B, Av(I, B) does not fork over A) such
that b E I.
The interested
reader is invited to inquire [2] for more details
We recall some combinatorics
which we need:
2.5. Definition.
stationary.

Suppose

il is a regular

uncountable

cardinal,

and/or

and

results.

S G h is

(1) A sequence c = (cii: 6 E S) is a club guessing sequence on S if ch is a club
(i.e. closed unbounded
subset) of 6 for every 6 E S and for every club E of A the
set 5, = {S E S: cb c E} is stationary.
(2) For c as in (l), id”(c) ‘zf {A G S: there is a club E c A such that
is a &complete
proper ideal.
b~AnSjc,$E}
(3) A sequence
( Ph: 6 E S), S G A, is a weak club guessing
sequence
if
Ps = (cf: i <i(o)),
i(6) c A, for each i < i(6), c? is a club of 6 and for every club
E c A, the set SE = (6 E S: (3i < i(S))(cp c E)} is stationary.
The existence of a
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weak club guessing sequence is clearly equivalent to the existence of a sequence
(c,:p<A)
such that c~E/~ and for every club EGA
the set {LY<
A: (3P)(sup c, = (u) & cp G E} is stationary. We call such a sequence also a weak
club guessing sequence.
(4) If P= (Pa: 6ES) is a weak club guessing sequence, then id”(P) = {A E
S: (3E)(E E A is club such that (V6 E E fl S)(Yli -=ci(o))(cF G E)} is a proper
A-complete ideal.
2.6. Fact. (1) If A= cf A > X1 then there are a stationary S G A and a club guessing
sequence C = (c b: 6 E S) on S such that for every 6 E S the order type of cs is w.
(2) If K is regular and uncountable, K+ <A = cf A, then there are sequences
~=(c~:~ES),
S~jlstationary,
and (P,:a~jl)suchthatotpc~=~,
supc,=
6, c is a club guessing sequence, ]P, I< A and for every 6 E S and a E nacc cs,
carlauP,.
(3) Suppose u+ < L = cf A and cf ~1c p. Then there is a weak club guessing
sequence c = (co: p < A) such that for every f3 < A the order type of cp is ,a and for
every a < A. the set {ca fl a} has cardinal@ smaller than ;i.
Proof.

See [3], [6] or the appendix to [l] for a proof of (1) and see [7, §l] for the

proofs of (2) and (3).

0 Fact 2.6

On covering numbers see [3]. We refer the reader to [l, 341 for a detailed
exposition of covering numbers of singular cardinals, in particular to Theorem 4.5
there. Here we quote
cov(A, p, 8, 0) is the minimal size of a family A E [A]‘” which
satisfies that for all X E [A]<” there are less than o members of A whose union
covers X.

2.7. Definition.

2.8. Theorem. Zf u is not a fix point of the second order, i.e. ){ A < p : A = K,} I=
(5 < p, and o + cf Jo< K < u, then cov(y, K+, K+, K) = p.

For example, for every X, it is true that cov(EE,, Xncl , Xn+, , K,) = X,.

3. The machinery

In this section
theory.

a first-order,

countable,

stable but unsuperstable

Suppose that N b T, and that A = (Ni: i < A) is given, Ni -C
]]Ni]]< A and Nj = Ui<j Nj for limit j. Then fi is called a representation

3.1. Definition.

N,+i <N,
of N.

T denotes
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Suppose c G A. is of limit order type and is enumerated
increasingly) by ((yi: i < otp c). Then,
(0) For an element a E N,
Invdu,

c)gf

{

ai: u $ N,+,
%

I

(continuously

and

.

(1)

Invg(a, c)Ef{i:a

$ Na,+,].

(2)

P(N, c) sf {Inv&(a, c): a E N}.

(3)

P*(N, c)“gf {Inv$(u, c): a EN}.

3.2. Definition. Suppose that c = (cg : 6 E S) is a club guessing sequence
some stationary S E A.and that N is as in 3.1.
(4) INV”(N, c) is the sequence (P(N, cd): 6 E S) modulo the ideal ida(
(5) Assuming that for all u E S, otp cb is some fixed a(*),

on

INVb(N, C)zf { Y c_ a(*): (6 E S: YE P*(N, Q)} $ id”(C)}.
(6) Under the assumptions of (4),
INV~~,~,~f {Y G 6(*): (6 ES: Y $ P*(N, cs)} E id”(c)}.
3.3. Remark. We shall not use 3.2 much, but our results can be interpreted as
saying that those invariants do not depend on the representation N but just on
the model N, and that we can prove nonuniversality by just looking at one of
these invariants.
3.4. Lemma. Suppose A.= cf A > h’,, N, M are models of T, l[Nll = IlMll = A with
given representations N, M. If h : N --f M is an elementary embedding, then there is
some club E c A such that for every a E N and c _cE, Inv,(u, c) = Inv&h(u), c).
Proof.

Let Eh = {i < A: ran(h 1 N;) c Mi}. Clearly Eh is a club of A. Denote by
NT the set ran(h 1 NJ. So for 6 E E,,, NT is the universe of an elementary
submodel of Mi. Denote by N* the image of N under h.
3.5. Claim.

The set El = (6 E E,: (Vu E M6)(a hI,,,,

N*)} is a club.

Proof. As T is countable and unsuperstable,
K(T) = X1. Therefore for every
a E M, there is a countable set A,, EN* such that a ti,. N*. Let i(u) be the least
i such that A, G Nf. For a E E,, let I
be the least j E Eh such that for all
E’={6~E,,:a,<6+j(a)<A}
is club. If GEE’ and UE
a E [(Y]<W,i(u)sj.
then
A,c
N,(*).
So
as
a
ti,.
N*,
also
a
&,(,,
N*. So E’ G E,. El is
[sl-,
closed, for if 6 E act El and a E M,, then there is some (Y< 6 such that sup a < (Y
and (Y< i < 6 such that i E E,. a &, N*, therefore a ti,,,,
N*. Cl Claim 3.5
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of El. We show that for every

h(a) $ Ma,+,-

AsEgE,,foreveryaiandb~Mg,
b $ N*.
J-C,

This can be written as

By monotonicity,

for a given a E N,

Symmetry of nonforking gives

Suppose now, first, that

a j N,,+,.
NC%

As h is an elementary

embedding,

BY (C),h(a)tiN:,+, IV,,+, (we omit M, in which we work from now on). By (d), and
the transitivity of nonforking, h(a) ti,, Nml+,. By monotonicity, h(a) dJ,, Mm,+,.
For the other direction, suppose that h(a) do,, Mm,+,. By monotonicity,
h(a) &M~,NE,+,. By (c) and the transitivity of nonforking, h(a) &, Na:,,, which
is what we want. 0 Lemma 3.4

3.6. Corollary.

Suppose
fi and A? are as above and that
elementary embedding.
Let E be the club given by the previous
then
(1) for every a EN, Invda, c) = InvQ(h(a), c);
(2) P(N, c) G P(fi, c).

h : N+ M is an
lemma. If c E E
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We will need a slight generalization
Suppose

3.7. Lemma.

of 3.4:

N k T is with universe

A, N is a representation

of N.

Suppose L < M are models of T, L is of cardinality A, its universe is B and L is a
representation.

h : N -tM

If

is an elementary embedding,

E G A such that for every c c E and a E h-‘(B),
Proof. Denote by Nr, N* the images
Ai = IN’] n B. Let A = IJ Ai. We prove
3.8. Claim.
Li &, A.
Proof.

There

is a club

Same as in 3.5.

Inv,(a,

then there is some club

c) = InvL(h(a),

of N,, N under

El G 3, such

that i E E

c).

h respectively.

implies

NT ti,,

A

Let

and

Cl Claim 3.8

For the rest of the proof, show, precisely as in 3.5, that

h(a) $ B,+, e
when cuiis the enumeration

h(a) doA,+,
A,,

of c.

e h(a) N,‘,
doNZ,+,

0 Lemma 3.7

Let !I be uncountable and regular.
Suppose that c is a club guessing sequence on some stationary S G A and for every
6 E S, otp C~= ~1for some fixed u with cf ,u = K,,. Suppose Y G u is a given set of
order type w. Then there is a model M k T of cardinal@ A and a representation &l

3.9. Lemma

(First Construction

Lemma).

such that for every 6 E S, YE P*(i?, cb).
Proof. We work in the monster model, %‘. By K(T) > K,,, there is some b and M
with the property that for every finite set A, b )h: M. Pick by induction on n a
finite sequence a,, such that
(i) a, is a proper initial segment of ai+,;
(ii)

b tia, a,+,.

Let a0 = ( ). The induction step: as b )hanM, by the choice of b, and the finite
character of forking, there is some finite c E M such that b !ha, c. Let a,,,, = an-c.
By monotonicity, b d3,” anfl.
Now, we know that
bUta

Ua,.
nn

By the existence of nonforking extensions, we may assume that
b do M.
U”a.

We construct

now by induction

on i <A. a continuous

increasing

chain of
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models with the following properties:
(1) a,, = o and cyi+i = pi + Iail; if i is limit, ar, = supj<i Lyi.
(2) The universe of Ni is cui, Ni L T and Ni < N,+i. If i is limit, & is the
representation Ni =
(3) For every n E ‘7, strictly increasing, a, E Ni.
Uj<i

tp(a, , i-&j

~j.

1I-* * *-a, 1I&

= tp(%-~l”~

* =kg?),).

(4) If n = v-(i), then a, tiz+l Ni.
(5) If i = 6 E S satisfies that for every j < 6, aj < 6, then there is some element
b EN,+, such that

{

&+I
cuiEQ: b ti N,,+, = Y.
%

I

At the induction stage, when given Y E ‘“i and increasing, denoting by n the
sequence v-i, we should say who a,, is. There is an elementary mapping h such
that for every k < lg TV, h(u,) = CL,I k. Therefore h[tp(u,,,, lJIClg,u, I J] is a
complete type over lJIClg 11uV 11. By the existence of a nonforking completion of a
partial nonforking type, there is some type p over Ni which does not fork over
U[_+,,u, ,!. Let a, realize p in N,+i.
In case i = 6 E S,” is as in (5), we should also take care of (5).
Let Y(6) = (0&): i E Y). Let rl = ((his: n E o), and let h be an elementary
mapping such that h(q) = CL,I !. Then in N,,, we add an element bs which
realizes h(tp(b, UICo al)) and

(due to the existence of nonforking

extentions of types). We have to show

3.10. Lemma. {~iUi:
b @%,+I Nai+,} = Y(d).
We first need
3.11. Lemma. Zf q’(k) = am, then

Proof. By induction on r, k s r < co, we see that l_llSr a, , I ha? r k N,,.
r = k. Lk uIb,,,,kN, is trivial, as UISk a, , , = a, I k.
r + 1. By the induction hypothesis,
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By the construction,
(b)

a, I @+I) $J, NW,.
‘1

Monotonicity
(c)

gives

% I (r+l)

do N,,,,.
% I(r)

(a) and (c) give

By the finite character
Suppose

now,

first,

of nonforking
that

Lemma

ai $ Y(8).

Let

3.11 is proved.
r~(k - l)<

Cl Lemma

ai < q(k).

by
monotonicity
b d~,,<~,~ I [ Na,+,.
that
b &,_
oq I I h.
By
monotonicity
and
the
fact that
U~<o
a, 11ho tc/c)
N,(/+
By transitivity
of nonforking
bs
we get URIC, r 1hNa,
NW,+,.
namely ai $ InvG,+,(b6, c6).
For the other direction:
suppose that cu, E Y(6) and that ai = r](k).
So

that b $ “11tku,
in the previous

3.11

We

know

By
3.11,
a, rk E NE,
ti,, N,+,,
We know

F (k + 1). Therefore
case, b hag 1k N,.

by monotonicity,
b tia, rk Nam+,. By 3.11, as
Suppose to the contrary
that b tie, NW,+,.
Then by transitivity
we get b doa, 1k Nai+, -a
contradiction.
This completes
the
proof.
0 Lemma 3.10, Lemma 3.9
We will need also
3.12. Lemma (Second Construction
Lemma).
Suppose A. is uncountable regular,
and C?= ( cs: f3 < A) is a weak club guessing sequence, such that for every 0 < A
the order type of ce is some fixed y with cf ,u = X0. Suppose that Y(*) E u is given
and of order type oo. There is some model M of T with universe h and
representation A? such that Y(*) E P*(fi, ce) for every f3 < A.
Proof. The proof is essentially
the same as that of 3.9. The only difference is in
the construction:
we add the witness not in stage 6 + 1 but in stage /3 + 1, where
sup cp = 6. 0 Lemma 3.12
3.13. Lemma (Third Construction
Lemma).
Suppose T is a stable first-order
theory, cf il = A 2 1TI, cf K = K < K(T)
and c’, P are as in 2.6(2).
Suppose
Y(*) E K is given. Then there is a model M F T of cardinal@ A and representation
A? such that for every 6 E S, Y(*) E P*(h?, cd).
Proof. We work in a monster model %’and construct a sequence (a,: cr < K) and
an element b such that a, is an infinite sequence,
increasing with LX,namely u, is
a proper initial segment of a, whenever
a < j3 and b a,,, a,,, for all (Y< K. This
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Without loss of generality,

UG
(ra

Let Y(*), E cg for 6 E S be the isomorphic image of Y(*) under the enumeration
of cd. We may assume, without loss of generality, that for every (YE nacc c6 for
6 E S, Y(*)6 II a E P,. Construct by induction on a! < A an elementary chain of
models M, with the following properties:
(1) For every r,~E P,, q E [cxlCK, there is a sequence CI, such that a,(p) E N,
and
tp(* * *-a&Q-.

* *) = tp(* * *-a(p)-*

* *).

(2) If & = 6 E S then there is an element as E N,,,

such that

Inv&+,(as, cd) = Y(*).
We let the reader verify that the analogs of 3.10 and 3.11 are true.
0 Lemma 3.13

4. The main results
4.1. Theorem. Suppose T is a complete, countable, stable but unsuperstable
first-order theory, and that X1 < A = cf A < 2*“. Then A $ Univ(T). Furthermore,
there is a model N k T,
for every family {Mi}i,t, Mi L T, llMil[ = A and 111<2”,
]lNll = A and N is not elementarily embeddable into Mi for all i E I.
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the ‘furthermore’ part of the theorem.
Suppose that {Mi}i,, is a family of less than 2’” models of T, each of cardinality A.
Let & represent Mj. Use 2.6(l) to pick some club guessing sequence (? on S z A
with all cg of order type w. Pick some set Y(*) c o such that Y(*) $
Uicl,GdP*(Ni, c6). This is possible, because the size of this union is smaller than
2’“. Use the First Construction Lemma to get a model M of size A and a
representation A? such that for every 6 ES, Y(*) E P*(&l, c6). Suppose to the
contrary that for some i E I, h : M 4 Mi is an elementary embedding. By 3.4,
there is a club E E A such that for every 6 E S such that cd E E, P(A?, cg) E
P(&, cg). Pick some 6, E SE. So Y(*) E P*(Zk?, q,,,) 5 P*(t$$, c~,) - a contradiction to Y(*) $ Uiel,6sSP(A?,, cd). 0 Theorem 4.1
4.2. Theorem. Suppose 2% < A = cf A < AK”and there are no u, such that A =
(C ~2)‘.
Then if T is a stable unsuperstable theory, IT] c A, then A 4 Univ(T).
Furthermore, for every family { Mi}i,zr, Mi k T, I]Mi II= A and 111< AK’,, there is a
model M k T, [INIl = A such that M is not elementarily embeddable into Mi for all
i E I.
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Proof.
Let
regular,

Again,

the ‘furthermore’

y be the

Ax0= lJach

ilx0 = il. Therefore
By the minimality
conclude

least

that

cardinal

part is enough.
such

that

#” > A. Since

aKo. If for every cardinal

A is uncountable

K < il, K'O = K, we should

and

have had

y is strictly smaller than A. If cf p > X,, then pxO = l_lncp axe.
of p, for every (Y< ~1, (Y* < A. This contradicts
pxO > A. We

cf p = X0. Lastly,

would be pn increasing

if A = p+,

then, y being of cofinality
o, there
to ,Msuch that ~2 < CL.This contradicts
the assumptions
on

A.
Use 2.6(3)

to pick some weak club guessing

sequence

c = (co: /3 < A) with all

cg of order type p. Suppose to the contrary that {Mj}i,, is as stated above. By the
assumption
A < ~‘0, we can find some Y(*) c ~1 of order type o such that
Y(*) $ Uie,,o<k P*(Mi, co). By the Second Construction
Lemma there is some
model M and representation
A? such that for every /3 < A, Y(*) E P*(fi, I+).
Suppose to the contrary that for some i E I there were an elementary
embedding
h :M+ Mj. By 3.4 there is a club E c A. such that if cg G E then P*(M, c~) E
P*(&, co). As c is a weak club guessing sequence
there is such a cB, and the
contradiction
to the choice of Y(*) follows as before.
0 Theorem 4.2
4.3. Theorem. Assume T is first-order complete countable stable unsuperstable
theory. Suppose p is singular, and there is some o < p and K < p such that
U+ < K = Cf K and oxi’ > COV(/.i, K+, K+, K), then there is no model of T in
cardinal@ p into which all models of T of cardinal@
K are elementarily
embeddable. In particular y 4 Univ (T).
Proof. We may assume that cf o = X0. Suppose to the contrary that M k T is of
cardinality
~1and that every N k T of cardinality
K is elementarily
embeddable
into
it. Without loss of generality
the universe of iV! is ,K Let 8d~fcov(~, K+, K+, K),
and let (Bi: i < 0) demonstrate
the definition
of 8. Without loss of generality,
each Bj is the universe of some Mi <M of cardinality
K. By 2.6(3) pick some weak
club guessing sequence
c with all cB of order type cr. Pick a presentation
Mi
for every
M;. Pick some
Y(*) c p of order
type
o such that
Y(*) 4
K with
Ui<tl,B<K P*(&, co), and use 3.9 to construct a model N k T of cardinality
presentation
I’? such that for every p < K, Y(*) E P*(M, ca). For every /I <K
there is some element aS such that Inv,Z$(as, co) = Y(*). Suppose that h : N+ M is
an elementary
embedding.
There is some set of indices X c 8 such that 1X1< K

and ran h G IJicx Bi. Since ida
is K-complete,
there is a set S’ G S, S’ 4 id”(C),
and a fixed i. E X such that (V6 E S’)(f (a*) E B;,,). Denote Bj,, by B for notational
simplicity, and let L i M be the model with universe B. Use 3.7 to get the usual
contradiction.
0 Theorem 4.3
5. Generalizations
We wish now to generalize
the discussion
of stable unsuperstable
theoriesnamely those T with K(T) = K, -to
stable theories with K(T) arbitrary.
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Suppose that T is stable and that A 3 1TI is an uncountable regular
L 4 Univ( T).
that K < K(T), and K+ <A < 2”. Then

5.1. Theorem.
cardinal.

spectrum

Suppose

Furthermore,

for every family

{Mi};,,

with 111< 2” of models

cardinal&y I., there is a model M k T of cardinal@
embeddable into Mi for all i E I.

of T, each of

A which is not elementarily

Proof. By 2.6(2) there is a club guessing sequence i? = (cg: 6 E S) on some
stationary set S E A and a sequence p = (P,: (Y< A) such that the order type of
each cd is K, for every a E S and (YE nacc cs, c, fl LYE P,, and each P, has
cardinality <A. Pick a Y(*) c K such that Y(*) $ lJo4s,i.l Inv*(Mi, cs) and use the
Third Construction Lemma to find a model M k T of cardinality A and a
representation A? such that for every 6 E S, Y(*) E P*(M, cb). Suppose to the
contrary that there are i E I and an elementary embedding h : M-, Mi. By 3.4 and
0 Theorem 5.1
the fact that c guesses clubs we obtain the usual contradiction.
p+ < A = cf(A) < x < p “.
K= Cf(K)<
K(T),
Assume
KG!4
Suppose also that T is first-order complete and K < K(T). Then there is no model
M of T of cardinality x universal for models of T of cardinality A.

5.2. Theorem.

Proof.

Similar.

5.3. Remark.

Cl Theorem 5.2
This means that (A, 1, x) 4 Univ,(T, <).

6. A theory with a maximal universality

spectrum

In [l, 5.51 it was shown that whenever A E Univ(T), T a theory having strict
order property, then there is a universal linear order in A. We prove now an
analogous theorem for stable unsuperstable theories.
6.1. Definition.

For a cardinal K,
where r] EC YH q r I; = Y r 5‘ (so T is a first-order
complete theory of cardinality K with K(T) = K+, and in fact is the canonical
example of such a theory).
(2) K, is the class of all trees of height K + 1.
(3) K: is the class of all trees of height K + 1 such that above every member
there is one of height K
(1)

T, = Th( ( %o, EC) t<,J

6.2. Fact. UniV(&,
=

<) fl(K, 00)=

Univ(T,, s).

Proof.

Easy exercise.

Cl Fact 6.2

Univ(Kz,

<) fl (K, 00)= Univ(T,,

<) fl

(K,

00)
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Suppose that T is stable, K = cf
Univ( T). Then A E Univ( T,).

6.3. Theorem.

6.4.

Remark.

K < K(T),

K G A

and ITI < A E

Similarly for Univ,, Univ,.

Proof. Without loss of generality, JTI = K, for this may only increase Univ(T).
So I TI < A. Suppose that N l=T is universal in power il. We define a model M

which we shall prove to be universal in h for K:. By K < K(T) we can find an
element Q and an elementary chain (Mi: i 6 A) such that a I&,,,,Mj+,. Let A4: be
such that Mk <M: and such that there is I E M:, (II = A and I an indiscernible
set based on M,, i.e., Av(l, %‘) extends the type of a over M, but does not fork
over M,.
The universe of M will be B = {p E S’(N): p = Av(J, N) for some J, J E N,

IJI = A, v(J) = W)).
6.5.

Lemma.

IBI CA.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there are ,X+ types (pi: i <A+)
and A+
indiscernible sets Ji G N, lJil = A such that pi = Av(Ji, N). Pick a representation
N = (N,: a < A) of N as an elementary chain. For every i < A there is some
o; < A such that IJi fl N,,I 2 X0. Also, by 2.4(3) it follows that there is some ci E Ji
which realizes AV(Ji, NW,). By the pigeon hole principle there are some i < j < A
such that LEE
= pi and Ci = Ci. This contradicts the fact that pi #pi by 2.4(4).
Cl Lemma 6.5

By 2.4(5), for every p E S(M,) and a finite set of formulas A there is an infinite
set of indiscernibles I c_ M, such that p = Av,(l, M,). By the stability of T and
2.4(l), there is some nA such that for every J G I which satisfies IJI > 2nA,
(*)

(Vb E MAVq

E A)(q(-f,

b) EP e

I{c E J;T(c,

b))l cd.

For every Q,E L there is a minimal CX~such that there is a set Jk E M, of size
> 2nc,) which satisfies (*). Clearly, as Jk is finite, ~b7is a nonlimit ordinal. By 2.4
there is an infinite Jq GM,
with Av(J,, M,,) =p 1 M,,. By 2.4, p 1 Mao =

Av(J, M,,).

If sup{cu,: sp E L} = a* < K, then p were definable over M,., and therefore, by
2.3, would not fork over M,., contrary to its choice. We can, therefore, find a
sequence of formulas (rp<: f < K) with ((Y& c< K) strictly increasing. We shall
assume, by re-enumeration, if necessary, that cy,, = 5;+ 1.
We define now the relations on our universe B. For every pair pl, p2 E B and
qc the following is an equivalence relation:
p&p2

@

PI 1 {TE:E~I;)=P,

1 {'PE:EGO.

Clearly, these are K nested equivalence relations. We view the structure we
defined as a tree of height K + 1 with no short branches, i.e., it is a member of
K,+.
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To show that M is universal, we will show that for every tree S of size L with all
branches of length K + 1 we can find a model of T, Ns of the same cardinality,
such that the elementary embedding of N, into the universal model N will give an
embedding of S into M.
We work by induction on i s K and for every q E ‘il construct an elementary
embedding f, :M,+ (e with image M,,. We demand:
(1) varl+fvcf,.
(2) For every q E ‘il and (Y< A,

At limit i we take unions. For i + 1: M,-(,) exists by 2.3.
For every r] E “A extend fq to f ,’ : M: + %.
6.6. Claim. Suppose that Y # 77E “A and that f is the least such that v(f) # v(c).
Suppose that N -C % and that MG, M: c N. Then

Av(Z,,N) E e Av(Z,,, N)

@

,$ < I;.

Proof. Let Zj< K. Let f EAut(%) map MC onto M:. For simplicity we assume
f, r MC = fv 1M, = id. We know that M,, lb& M,,.
First case: 5 > c. (*) gives a definition of Av,,(Z, N) with set of parameters J&.
In % this definition gives, with respective sets of parameters Iv, I,,, the types pl,
p2, which extend, respectively, Av,,(Z,, MG) and Av,,(Z,, M:). Let Zq be Zl and
let Z,, be Z2.

that

6.7. Fact. For I= 1, 2, Av,,(Z[, %) = Av,,(J,,,

%).

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that c E % demonstrates otherwise. Then by 2.4,
there is some ZI E Z, of size <K(T) such that the set (Z,\Z;) U {c} is independent
over M,. Therefore, c ti, Ml + LJ (ZI\Z;). By 2.3(4), the type of c is finitely
satisfiable over M,. There is finite information saying that q(-, c) behaves

differently in Av,,(J,,,
M, - a contradiction.

%) than in Av,(Zl, %). So there is a counterexample
0 Fact 6.7

inside

By this fact we conclude that Av(Z,, %‘)E5 Av(Z,,, %).
Second case: 5 2 c. We extend Av(Z,, Mq) to a nonforking extension p E
S(%). So p ti,
M,. In particular P r qs b,,,, M,,. Therefore there is some J; as
in (*)-contradiction

to ffE = E + 1.

0 Claim 6.6.

Suppose now that S is a given tree in K: of size A. Without loss of generality,
S < “A. Pick a model Ns i V such that for every n ES, M,, EN and such that
((NII < A. An elementary embedding of Ns into N easily gives an embedding of S
into M. q Theorem 6.3
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